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ABSTRACT
Millions of people worldwide contribute content to peer production repositories that serve human information needs and provide vital world knowledge to prominent artificial intelligence systems. Yet, extreme gender participation disparities exist in which men significantly outnumber women. A central concern has been that due to self-focus bias [46], these disparities can lead to corresponding gender content disparities, in which content of interest to men is better represented than content of interest to women. This paper investigates the relationship between participation and content disparities in OpenStreetMap. We replicate findings that women are dramatically under-represented as OSM contributors, and observe that men and women contribute different types of content and do so about different places. However, the character of these differences confound simple narratives about self-focus bias: we find that on a proportional basis, men produced a higher proportion of contributions in feminized spaces compared to women, while women produced a higher proportion of contributions in masculinized spaces compared to men. We discuss the implications of these complex results for both theory and practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Peer production is a powerful example of the potential of social computing in which communities like Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap (OSM)—the ‘Wikipedia of Maps’ [32, 73]—create high-quality content at previously unimaginable scales. This content has in turn satisfied billions of human information needs [26, 55, 76] and provided essential world knowledge to countless artificial intelligence systems [38, 45, 71].

Despite the many accomplishments of the peer production model, social computing researchers have also identified structural challenges that may be preventing peer production from reaching an even higher potential. One of the most serious arises from the demographic configurations of peer production communities. High-impact peer production communities tend to have major participation disparities, with certain types of people being over-represented and others being under-represented as contributors.

One of the most significant of the peer production participation disparities observed in the literature occurs along the dimension of gender. In particular, both Wikipedia and OSM appear to have a severe under-representation of women [15, 20, 36, 50, 61, 87, 88, 92]. Estimates of women’s participation on Wikipedia range from 13-18% [15, 36, 50, 61]. While less is known about OSM, it is believed that this participation imbalance could be even larger, with women’s participation in the 3-4% range [20, 87, 88].

A key motivating factor in the literature on gender dynamics in peer production is concern that gender participation disparities will result in corresponding gender content disparities. In other words, it has been assumed that the limited
representation of women may lead to peer-produced content that is less able to serve women’s information needs [51, 65, 92] and that the many AI systems that “learn” from peer-produced content may take on a biased view of the world [49, 56]. This assumption is supported by the notion of “self-focus bias” [46], in which peer production communities produce an out-sized proportion of content in areas of interest to the cultural groups present in the community.

Despite the importance of the assumed relationship between gender participation disparities and content disparities, little work has sought to empirically explore this relationship. For example, research on Wikipedia has observed differences in the characterization and structure of biographical content about women [95, 96, 98] and the quality of content of greater interest to women [61]. Yet, most of this work, which has focused on limited topics in Wikipedia, has not directly linked content differences to the gender of the editors involved. As such, it is unclear whether gender participation disparities led to any observed content disparities. (For a notable exception see [61], discussed in related work).

In this paper, we contribute to a more complete picture of how peer-produced content is affected by gender-based contribution disparities. We do so by examining the content generated by a large sample of male and female power editors in OSM. Our results support the hypothesis that men and women tend to contribute different types of content. We observe this both in terms of the regions where men and women edit (e.g., rural vs. urban) and in terms of the type of content that they contribute (e.g., the specific spatial entities they add to the database). However, our results also reveal critical complexity in these differences that belie a simple gender-based self-focus bias interpretation [65, 68, 92]. In particular, we observed that men disproportionately contribute to entities that critical geographers [65, 92] have identified as being in feminized spaces and women disproportionately contribute entities in masculinized spaces. Additionally, our analyses point to complicated intersectional dynamics, with contributor gender being associated with a likelihood to exacerbate or mitigate other known content biases in OSM (e.g., those related to the rural-urban spectrum [18, 55, 83]).

Overall, our findings present challenges to overly simple narratives about gender and participation, raise new opportunities for important further research, and have implications for the sociotechnical design of peer production communities. We also contribute to a more nuanced theoretical understanding of the notion of self-focus bias, an important heuristic for understanding the relationship between contributor demographics and the content they produce [46]. An important caveat to note is that the research reported here is limited in that it only considers the genders of men and women. As such, our results suggest that future work that takes a less binary approach will be particularly important.

2 RELATED WORK

Two prevalent areas of social computing research inform our work on gender disparities in OSM. The first is research on gender participation disparities as broadly construed in peer production. The second is research detailing content disparities that exist in peer-produced repositories. We further discuss an implied assumption that resides in much of the literature – namely, that a form of self-focus bias [46] operates in which gender participation disparity leads to associated gender-based content disparity.

Gender Participation Disparities

A number of studies have revealed a substantial participation gender gap in Wikipedia [36, 50], with some studies suggesting that the gap is even more prominent among the most active contributors [15, 61]. Less is known about gender participation in OSM where recent demographic information is more limited [51]. However, earlier surveys suggest that OSM editors are mostly men, well-educated and tech-savvy, with women representing only 3-4% of the community [20, 87, 88]. A survey conducted by Stephens indicated that women were less familiar with OSM than men and that their contribution levels exhibited even greater disparity [92]. While understanding the relationship between participation disparities and content disparities is the main focus of this paper, our findings also add empirical information that bolster existing evidence of a severe participation gap in OSM, specifically among the most active editors.

Another important facet of research focuses on understanding the causes of gender participation gaps. Some that have been identified include the pipeline of skills necessary to edit Wikipedia [43, 90], personal preferences for online collaboration [17, 24, 63, 72] and levels of confidence [17, 24, 82]. Similarly, steep learning curves, insufficient technical feedback, and lack of time are found to be influential factors behind users’ inactivity in OSM [67, 87, 88]; however, Schimidt et al. found no gender-related difference with respect to these factors [87]. Steinmann et al. compared women’s participation rates across different social media and peer production platforms, and suggested that a lack of social aspects and stringent rules might be responsible for women’s lower participation in peer production environments like OSM [91].

Content Disparities

Another important line of research focuses on content disparities in peer-produced repositories. For example, in the case of Wikipedia biographies, men and women appear to be covered equally well [60, 95]. However, biases exist in the ways women are portrayed, with their biographies more likely to explicitly mention family, relationships or gender in comparison to men’s biographies [37, 95, 96, 98]. Content differences also manifest in the linguistic choices made by
Although studies have suggested that gender participation disparities also have important spatial components. For example, rural areas have lower coverage and/or quality in OSM and Wikipedia compared to urban areas [55, 69, 101]. Similarly, regions with higher levels of education and socioeconomic status (SES) exhibit better coverage [18, 39]. Given that it has been observed that editing outcomes vary along rural/urban and SES spectra, it is important to incorporate these into analyses of contributions in OSM, and we do so here.

Most relevant to the work in this paper is a debate about feminized spaces receiving less attention from men and thus being under-represented in OSM [30, 51, 65, 68, 92]. Although studies have suggested that gender participation disparities may result in a male-oriented worldview in OSM [65, 92], this assumption cannot be directly validated without investigating the mapping behaviors of male and female contributors.

### Relationship Between Participation Disparities and Content Disparities

Much less work has been done on the relationship between participation disparities and content disparities than on those individual disparities themselves. The primary theory about this relationship is self-focus bias, which describes the phenomena in which contributors focus disproportionately on information that is particularly relevant to dominant cultural groups in the peer production community.

Self-focus bias has been empirically observed in a number of peer production contexts. For instance, prior work has seen self-focus bias with respect to geography (i.e., people contribute information about places local to them) [28, 42, 47, 100]. Self-focus bias is also prevalent in peer-produced content in terms of language [46, 48, 89] and politics [52].

The work exploring self-focus bias in a gender context is very limited. Lam et al. [61] found that men and women focused on different content areas in the English Wikipedia, and that a gender participation gap among editors led to a corresponding content disparity whereby articles of interest to women were found to be of lower quality than those of interest to men. On a related note, Antin et al. found no evidence that men and women were interested in different types of Wiki-work such as creating new articles, adding citations, fixing typos; however, they did see evidence of differences in terms of revision size and revision count [15].

Within OSM, Stephens [92] presented evidence of male dominance in shaping OSM’s tag ontology where proposals to include spaces associated with feminized skills [65] (e.g., ‘childcare’ or ‘hospice’) were debated and rejected by men or abandoned without a vote. In contrast, sexual entertainment venues that reflect “male privilege and female objectification” [65], according to prevalent gender norms, had several variations included. For example, ‘swinger club’ was accepted without a single downvote, and ‘brothel’, ‘nightclub’ and ‘stripclub’ already existed [92]. However, the existing literature does not explain whether such self-focus bias behavior also prevails during the actual mapping of places as opposed to defining the ontology.

### 3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Our overarching goal is to understand to what extent contributor gender plays a role in characterizing the information represented in OSM. Specifically, our research is guided by two research questions:

- RQ1: Are there differences in where male and female OSM editors contribute?

  This first research question seeks to capture differences in the geographic context of male and female contributions. For instance, from the perspective of what has been edited, are there regions in the country that are characterized more by men than by women? Or, from an individual contributor perspective, do men or women contribute disproportionately to certain types of regions? We examine both simple contiguous regions (e.g., regions of the United States) as well as types of regions (e.g., urban vs. rural), since research has shown that contribution behavior on OSM can vary widely across these human geographic dimensions [18, 39, 55, 83].

- RQ2: Are there differences in what male and female OSM editors contribute?

  This second research question explores whether men and women disproportionately contribute to different types of spatial entities (e.g., barbershop, childcare, etc.). We are particularly interested in assessing whether men and women contribute differently to feminized and masculinized spaces, and—to the extent that we see evidence of this—examining whether self-focus bias plays a role in governing the relationship between the two.

### 4 DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

In this section, we discuss the original sources of our data and detail our steps for data collection and processing. Following prior work [18, 39, 56, 99, 101], we focused on an individual country in this work, specifically the United States.

#### OSM Datasets

We downloaded OSM history data for the United States from geofabrik.de [3] on February 18, 2018. In OSM, three types of spatial elements can be added to the map: nodes, ways, and
relations. Nodes can represent point features on their own (e.g., a bench, bus stop, etc.) or they can serve as part of an ordered list of nodes that represent the shape or path of a way. Relations are ordered lists of one or more nodes, ways, and/or other relations that capture important relationships between elements (e.g., bus routes). All types of spatial elements can have a number of tags (i.e., key-value pairs) which describe the features of the particular element to which they are attached. For example, some common tag keys are ‘name’, ‘addr:city’, ‘amenity’, etc.

Node Datasets (“No-bots” and “With-bots”). We consider all node edits in the 48 conterminous U.S. states and District of Columbia. Throughout the paper, by “edit” we refer to different mapping activities, such as adding a node, modifying locations, adding or altering tags, etc. In OSM, editors often use automated software agents (i.e., bots) and automation-assisted batch editors to bulk import pre-existing data. For example, data have been imported in bulk to OSM from the U.S. government’s TIGER/Line Street datasets. ‘Bot edits’ are often not regarded as volunteered human activity [55, 83]. To detect bot edits, we used changeset 2 files downloaded from planet.osm [4]. Following prior work [55, 83, 99, 100], we marked edits as ‘bot edits’ when they came from a changeset containing edits in very large quantities (more than 4,000 edits) or at a very fast rate (more than one edit per second). Initially, our dataset had 1,019,366,964 node edits. After removing bot imports, there were 91,097,410 node edits done by 62,083 users.

Next, we reviewed the top 2,000 users who generated the most edits to determine their gender identities. In aggregate, this group generated 95.36% of all the edits (without bots) in our dataset. We were able to infer the gender of 1,105 users (57 female, and 1,048 male; over half of the top 2,000 users; see below for our gender inference approach). These 1,105 users contributed to 53.60% and 43.75% of all the edits in the U.S. without and with bot edits, respectively. Figure 1 shows that our gender-identified users appear to be equally distributed across the top 2,000 users in terms of edit counts.

Our primary analysis focuses on the “no-bots” dataset; however, we also conducted analyses using the “with-bots” dataset to determine whether or not men’s and women’s mapping patterns change when using bots. The literature suggests that bot operations by editors play an important role for quality control processes as well as creating information about under-represented areas [34, 35, 55]. Thus, analyzing bot activities can provide valuable insights about how men and women variably express their voice through different contribution mechanisms.

Tag Datasets (“Narrow” and “Broad”). We also analyze the specific spatial entities men and women edit in OSM to understand whether they contribute differently to the feminized and masculinized spaces identified by critical geographers [65, 92]. The ‘amenity’ [5] tag is of particular interest as it can help identify whether an entity can be associated with feminized or masculinized spaces (e.g., amenity = ‘childcare’ or ‘brothel’). Initially, our dataset contained 3,134,574 edits on different types of elements with amenity tags. Next, we extracted only the edits done by our 1,105 editors, who contributed to 46.12% of all edits on elements with an amenity tag. These edits contained 1,524 unique amenity values. After normalizing the dataset to account for well-known variations or misspellings, we were left with 867 amenity values.

To guide our formulation of the differences between feminized and masculinized spaces, we deferred to prior literature in feminist geography. Stephens [92] and Leszczynski and Elwood [65] suggested that places related to nurturing and caregiving are highly feminized [64, 81], while public establishments of sexual activities that rely on “female objectification and male privilege” are considered masculinized spaces [54]3. Leszczynski and Elwood write that although sexual venues are not exclusively male spaces, “longstanding gender norms around the expression of sexuality accord men roles as sexual actors and presume women to be passive and submissive recipients of that activity” (p.17, [65]).

We developed two datasets of amenity values for analysis. The first is the narrow dataset, based strictly on the amenity types used by critical geographers examining OSM [65, 92]. The amenities included are ‘childcare’, ‘baby-hatch’, ‘preschool’, ‘kindergarten’ and ‘hospice’ as feminized spaces; ‘brothel’, ‘nightclub’ [85], ‘strip club’ [33], and ‘swinger club’ [74] as masculinized spaces; and the rest as non-gendered amenity values.

3Some post-feminist theories view certain sexual entertainment venues as spaces for “female expression, consumption, and autonomy” [19, 29, 41, 93].
Our second dataset—the broad dataset—contains amenity types generalized from the initial categories established by Stephens [92] and Leszczynski and Elwood [65]. This dataset also includes caretaking-oriented social facilities such as ‘day-care’, ‘assisted living’, ‘nursery’, ‘nursing home’, ‘retirement home’ and ‘senior centre’ as feminized spaces; and sexual venues like ‘love hotel’, ‘sex shop’, and ‘adult’ as masculinized spaces. We also drew on established work to include amenities associated with longstanding gender norms such as ‘beauty’ [86], ‘nail salon’ [97], ‘family planning’ [75, 84] and ‘sorority’ as feminized spaces; and ‘sperm bank’, ‘fraternity’, and ‘barber shop’ [44] as masculinized spaces. We further supplemented this dataset by collecting common tag key-value pairs that were automatically suggested by the default OSM editor (iD) when adding gender oriented features to OSM (e.g., ‘amenity = clinic’, ‘healthcare = clinic’ and ‘healthcare:speciality = abortion’ to describe an abortion clinic). In total, our broad dataset includes amenities for 22 feminized spaces and 10 masculinized spaces, and the rest are non-gendered amenities.

Gender Inference
Since OSM does not collect information about editors’ genders, one of the most challenging aspects of our methodological pipeline was performing gender inference. This is a very common obstacle to social computing research that asks important questions related to gender [22, 31, 53, 66, 91, 94]. We based our approach on prior published techniques used to infer the gender of users in Google MapMaker [91], Stack Overflow [66], GitHub [94], Resume Search Engines [22], and DBLP Computer Science Bibliography [53].

Our specific procedure was as follows: First, we searched for the profile of a user in the OSM site, OSM Wiki [6] and OSM Help forum [7] and then attempted to infer gender from their profile image, listed real name or text description. We also expanded our search to include information about the user from different social media accounts (Twitter, GitHub, LinkedIn, etc.) [66, 94] or personal websites that we could associate with their OSM profile. When applicable, we used the Gender API [8] to determine gender from user names, following prior work that used similar API services [53, 57].

Applying this procedure, three human coders performed gender inference for the top 2,000 OSM editors in our (nobot) dataset - an extensive process that took over one hundred hours of manual labeling time. The first coder reviewed all 2,000 OSM editors and independently assigned each to a gender category (‘male’, ‘female’, ‘unable to determine’). To ensure the reliability of our coding procedure, two additional coders independently performed the same task on non-overlapping halves of the set of 2,000 OSM editors. We then assessed inter-rater reliability using Cohen’s Kappa and achieved κ = 0.70 and 0.75, which indicate substantial agreement among the coders [62]. The coders then resolved any disagreements through discussion and came to consensus regarding the male or female gender of 1,131 editors. Among them, we determined that 26 editors worked for commercial mapping services such as MapBox and Development Seed. We did not include edits by these editors in our analyses due to concerns that they received remuneration for their contributions and thus their behaviors may not generalize to peer production more broadly. We were left with 1,105 users, among whom 57 were coded as female and 1,048 were coded as male (5.16% female) – values that roughly align with prior studies from 2010 [20] and 2013 [87, 88] indicating that the percentage of female editors in OSM ranges from 3-4%.

Sociodemographic Variables
Prior research has shown that contributions on OSM can vary across different types of regions (e.g., urban vs. rural, poor vs. wealthy, etc.) [18, 55], suggesting that it is important to consider these dimensions when studying OSM editing behavior. To understand the differences in the way men and women contribute to different types of regions, we analyzed the association between editors’ gender and the attributes of the regions they mapped. Specifically, we focus on the urban-rural spectrum, socio-economic status (SES) and race and ethnicity.

To capture variation across the urban-rural spectrum, we examined gender contribution ratios in the counties in the top quartile and bottom quartile of the percentage of the population that lives in urban areas (%pop-urban) (according to the 2010 U.S. Census [1]). For robustness, we also utilized another metric—2013 Rural-Urban Continuum Codes from U.S. Department of Agriculture [2]—which assigns one of nine codes to each county. We compared the editors’ contributions in the counties assigned “1” or “2” (most urban) with those assigned “8” or “9” (most rural). Regarding race and ethnicity, we used the 2011-2015 American Community Survey data on the percentage of each county’s population that is both White and not Hispanic or Latino (%WhHL) [11]. Specifically, we compared the counties with the highest quartile of %WnHL to the lowest quartile. We took a similar approach for SES, but used the 2012-2016 American Community Survey data on median household income (MHI) [11].

5 ANALYSIS METHODS
Following prior work in the peer production domain (e.g. [47, 70]), we approach our analysis from two different perspectives. The first perspective is contribution-centric: it focuses on the gendered geography of existing contributions to...
We begin our investigation into the geographic regions and (see Figure 2). Every county (3,109) in the conterminous U.S. contributed more than those from the highly active female editors. 

The perspective that examines the entire collection of edits produced by contributors themselves and any differences that may exist along gender lines with regards to where and what they edit. In this case, the unit of analysis is the contributor (and their gender). If all contributors made the same number of contributions, these two perspectives would produce identical results. However, in social computing and peer production specifically, this is rarely the case, and certain contributors make orders of magnitude more contributions than others, even among frequent editors [40, 58, 59, 79]. This has made these two analytical perspectives valuable when examining peer production contribution behavior as we do here.

For our contribution-centric analysis, we aggregate the edit data into contingency tables, present the total counts and corresponding percentages by gender and sociodemographic dimension of interest (e.g., the urban-rural divide), and apply Chi-square tests to reveal whether, in total, contributions by men and women are distributed differently. Our contribution-centric analysis requires more sophisticated methods. The outcome variable here is the count of contributions aggregated by editor. We apply negative binomial regression with a dispersion parameter to account for the fact that our outcome variable represents count data that also exhibits over-dispersion (i.e., the variance exceeds the mean). The predictor variables for our models depend on the research question under investigation: For the first research question (detailed in the following section) we include type of region (two levels), gender (male, female), and a type of region X gender interaction term as predictors. For our second research question, we replace type of region with a gendered space (masculinized, feminized, non-gendered) variable and corresponding interaction term.

RQ1: Where are the contributions?

We begin our investigation into the geographic regions and types of regions edited by taking a contribution-centric perspective that examines the entire collection of edits produced by the men and women in our sample.

Edits from the highly active male editors are more distributed than those from the highly active female editors (see Figure 2). Every county (3,109) in the conterminous U.S.

OSM. The unit of analysis here is the individual contribution (and which gender contributed it). The second perspective is contributor-centric: it focuses on editing behavior of the contributors themselves and any differences that may exist along gender lines with regards to where and what they edit. In this case, the unit of analysis is the contributor (and their gender). If all contributors made the same number of contributions, these two perspectives would produce identical results. However, in social computing and peer production specifically, this is rarely the case, and certain contributors make orders of magnitude more contributions than others, even among frequent editors [40, 58, 59, 79]. This has made these two analytical perspectives valuable when examining peer production contribution behavior as we do here.

For our contribution-centric analysis, we aggregate the edit data into contingency tables, present the total counts and corresponding percentages by gender and sociodemographic dimension of interest (e.g., the urban-rural divide), and apply Chi-square tests to reveal whether, in total, contributions by men and women are distributed differently. Our contribution-centric analysis requires more sophisticated methods. The outcome variable here is the count of contributions aggregated by editor. We apply negative binomial regression with a dispersion parameter to account for the fact that our outcome variable represents count data that also exhibits over-dispersion (i.e., the variance exceeds the mean). The predictor variables for our models depend on the research question under investigation: For the first research question (detailed in the following section) we include type of region (two levels), gender (male, female), and a type of region X gender interaction term as predictors. For our second research question, we replace type of region with a gendered space (masculinized, feminized, non-gendered) variable and corresponding interaction term.

RQ1: Where are the contributions?

We begin our investigation into the geographic regions and types of regions edited by taking a contribution-centric perspective that examines the entire collection of edits produced by the men and women in our sample.

Edits from the highly active male editors are more distributed than those from the highly active female editors (see Figure 2). Every county (3,109) in the conterminous U.S. received at least one edit from the male editors, while about one-third of the counties (1,017) received at least one edit from the female editors (a significant difference in percent coverage based on Fisher’s Exact Test of the difference, $p < 0.0001$). In fact, less than three percent (72) of the counties in our dataset have a higher ratio of female edits to male edits. We also looked at the edits by the top 57 male editors as a more direct comparison to the 57 female editors, and found they still made edits in 99.94% (3,107) of the counties.

While Figure 2 illustrates the specific regions edited by the women in our dataset, it does not highlight trends in the types of regions that women and men tend to edit. To better understand potential differences along these lines, we analyzed edits across our demographic spectra – urban/rural divide (%pop-urban and rural-urban continuum code), socio-economic status (MHI) and racial/ethnic diversity (%WnHL).

In terms of the urban-rural divide, the most rural counties had a higher proportion (nearly 5% greater) of male edits compared to the proportion of female edits, on both measures of %pop-urban and rural-urban continuum code (see Tables 1a, 1b; all $p$’s < 0.001). In terms of racial and ethnic diversity, the least diverse counties received a higher proportion (8.92% greater) of the male edits compared to that of the female edits, a result that, as noted above, may be associated with the demographics of rural areas (see Table 1c; $p < 0.001$). In terms of socio-economic status, we find a higher proportion (8.41% greater) of female edits in the poorest counties compared to that of male edits in the same regions (see Table 1d; $p < 0.001$). The effect sizes for the overall proportional differences are small when assessed using standardized effect measures such as Cramer’s V; however, this aggregate measure masks large and meaningful individual effects especially with respect to female editing patterns. For example, for %pop-urban, females...
exhibit a substantial decrease of 73% in rural edits (a shortfall of 114,415 edits) relative to what would be expected if there were no difference in the proportion of edits produced by gender. Similar magnitudes exist for female edits in rural counties based on rural-urban continuum (-82%) and in the least diverse counties (-69%); and a similarly large increase exists in the poorest counties (+72%).

Another way to look at the data is from a contributor-centric perspective to understand the editing patterns of a typical male or female editor in our sample. We found that males are less likely to contribute to urban regions vs. rural regions than their female counterparts (for the interaction, Wald $\chi^2 = 7.92, p = 0.0049$ in terms of %pop-urban and Wald $\chi^2 = 11.31, p = 0.0008$ in terms of rural-urban continuum code). These are large effects as indicated by the incidence rate ratio values [77]: For %pop-urban, a male editor produces only 0.81 times what a female produces in urban regions, but produces 4.17 times that in rural regions, 95% CI [1.56, 11.14]. (For rural-urban continuum these values are 0.78, 6.01 and 95% CI [2.14, 16.90], respectively).

In regards to racial/ethnic diversity, men concentrate a lower proportion of their edits in the most diverse counties vs. the least diverse counties, compared to women (for the interaction, Wald $\chi^2 = 4.79, p = 0.0286$). This is also a medium to large effect: A male produces only 0.51 times what a female produces in the most diverse counties, but produces nearly 3.78 times that in the least diverse counties, 95% CI [1.18, 12.17]. However—unlike with the rural-urban divide and racial diversity—we did not see evidence that female and male editors differed in how they concentrated their edits in the wealthiest and poorest counties (for the interaction, Wald $\chi^2 = 1.68, p = 0.1955$).

With respect to this paper’s central area of inquiry, these findings provide critical evidence supporting a substantial and significant relationship between OSM participation disparities and OSM content disparities. It is also interesting to note that the gendered differences we observed both cut across and align with existing known biases in OSM. Women disproportionately contribute to areas with greater racial and ethnic diversity and poorer areas (contribution-centric only) compared to their male counterparts, with women likely counteracting a bias that has been observed in OSM. However, the reverse is true in the case of the urban/rural spectrum. Of course, interpreting these intersectional results is complex and must be done with caution - a point we return to in the discussion section.

Edits Made with Bots. The above statistics describe the results for our no-bots dataset. Examining the results for our with-bots dataset, we see similar patterns but at different quantitative scales. For example, the number of counties with female edits in the with-bots dataset (1,469) increases by 61% in comparison to the no-bots dataset. At the same time, however, the number of counties with a higher ratio of female edits to male edits in the with-bots dataset is reduced from 72 (in the no-bots dataset) to 9. Furthermore, male editors produced a higher proportion of bot-based contributions than female editors: the number of edits by men in the with-bots dataset is 9.51 times as high as in the no-bots dataset, while for women it is only 3.55 times as high. Together these results suggest that the male influence on OSM content further increases when we consider bot activity.

We also see differences in the way women and men used bots to edit different types of regions. Similar to [55], we see that bots are used extensively in rural areas by both men and women. However, male editors appear to make greater use of bots to map rural, poor and less racially and ethnically diverse regions where increases are ~20 times (compared to growth of 6-7 times for the most urban, wealthy and diverse regions). While female edits exhibit similar growth for rural areas (~24 times), the growth is lower for poor and less diverse regions (~2-6 times). Due to this smaller increase in female bot-based edits, we see a shift in contribution patterns in poor regions using the with-bots dataset compared to using the no-bots dataset. Without bots, the poorest counties received a higher proportion of female edits (18.66%) compared to that of male edits (10.25%) (see Table 1d). However, when bots are included, this reversed and those same

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Male and Female Edits in Different Types of Regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(a) Urban-Rural Divide (%pop-urban)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2 = 96076, p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| <strong>(b) Urban-Rural Divide (continuum code)</strong>                  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County Type</th>
<th>Female Edits</th>
<th>Male Edits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most Rural</td>
<td>2,174,318 (1.03%)</td>
<td>1,878,232 (5.86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Urban</td>
<td>2,097,586 (98.97%)</td>
<td>30,160,817 (94.14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2 = 88517, p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| <strong>(c) Racial/Ethnic Diversity (%WnHL)</strong>                      |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County Type</th>
<th>Female Edits</th>
<th>Male Edits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Least diverse</td>
<td>71,144 (3.67%)</td>
<td>870,879 (5.87%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most diverse</td>
<td>1,868,002 (96.33%)</td>
<td>19,956,357 (87.41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2 = 155868, p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| <strong>(d) Socio-Economic Status (MHI)</strong>                         |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County Type</th>
<th>Female Edits</th>
<th>Male Edits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poorest</td>
<td>428,784 (18.66%)</td>
<td>2,934,839 (10.25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealthiest</td>
<td>1,869,162 (81.34%)</td>
<td>25,710,048 (89.75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2 = 155434, p &lt; 0.0001$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
regions received a lower proportion of female edits (13.85%) compared to male edits (30.35%) \( (p < 0.0001) \).

**RQ2: What are the contributions?**

Our results for RQ1 revealed clear differences in the content generated by male and female editors as well as their individual editing behavior when it comes to where contributions are occurring. The goal of our second research question was to determine if there are similar differences in what editors are mapping. That is, regardless of whether the geographic context is Wyoming or Washington, D.C., do men and women tend to add different types of entities (e.g. nightclubs, restaurants, or childcare centers)? Furthermore, if men and women contribute different content, do they do so in a way that aligns with a gender-based self-focus bias?

To investigate these questions, we examined whether there were editing differences in gendered space categories that prior work defined as feminized, masculinized and non-gendered. Recall from Section 4 that we have two datasets: (1) a narrow focus dataset drawing on Stephens [92]; and (2) a broad focus dataset based on generalizations of gendered spaces that have been identified in the critical geography literature [65, 92]. In what follows, we first focus on the broad dataset and then report parallel results from the narrow dataset.

We begin by taking a *contribution-centric* perspective. We observe clear differences in the proportion of edits produced in the gendered spaces by the men and women in our sample. However, our findings refute simple self-focus based assumptions that suggest that masculinized and feminized spaces are likely to receive more contributions from the editors whose gender identity align with the spaces [65, 92].

Looking only at edits made in the gendered spaces, we find that 85.90% of male contributions involved feminized spaces, while only 68.18% of female contributions involved those same types of spaces. Alternatively, masculinized spaces received 31.82% of female edits, but only 14.10% of male edits. Stated another way, males disproportionately edited feminized spaces in comparison to females, and vice-versa (see Table 2a; \( p < 0.001 \)). For the narrow dataset, we find the same pattern of results; however, the disproportion is even greater (see Table 2b; \( p < 0.001 \)). In terms of simple effect sizes, for the broad dataset, females produced 21% less edits in feminized spaces and 117% more edits in masculinized spaces than would be expected given the null hypothesis (for the narrow dataset, these numbers are 32% less and 104% more, respectively).

While the standardized effect sizes (e.g., Cramer’s V) for the overall proportional differences are small, it is important to note that the effects are not small from the practical perspective of female editor’s edits. Furthermore, they are significant and in the *opposite direction* of the self-focus bias assumption in the literature [46, 65, 92]. This provides a theoretically important new data point in our understanding of the critical relationship between participation and content disparities.

A closer look at the data reveals that the top gendered spaces mapped by female editors are (raw counts in parentheses): nightclub (18), childcare (16), kindergarten (14), nursing home (14), and group home (8). The top gendered spaces mapped by male editors are: kindergarten (2,388), nursing home (1,564), nightclub (634), childcare (351), group home (281), assisted living (168), and stripclub (141). In the narrow dataset, the top gendered spaces mapped by female and male editors are kindergarten, nightclub, childcare, etc.

Our results from the *contributor-centric* angle bolstered our conclusions from the *contribution-centric* analyses. We observed a trend suggesting differences in the way male and female editors map feminized, masculinized and non-gendered spaces (for the interaction, Wald \( \chi^2(2) = 5.11, p < 0.0774 \)). Specifically, we saw that women editors were more likely to contribute a higher proportion of information about masculinized spaces relative to men, and men were more likely to contribute a higher proportion of information about feminized spaces relative to women (Wald \( \chi^2 = 3.64, p = 0.0563 \)). These are large effects as indicated by the incidence rate ratios: A male editor produces 1.56 times what a female editor produces in the masculinized spaces, but produces over 2.84 times that in the feminized spaces, 95% CI [0.97, 8.30].

In the narrow dataset, we observed a similar trend in the way male and female editors map feminized, masculinized and non-gendered spaces (for the interaction, Wald \( \chi^2(2) = 5.22, p < 0.0737 \)); and we saw that women were more likely to contribute a higher proportion of information about masculinized spaces relative to men, and men were more likely to contribute a higher proportion of information about feminized spaces relative to women (Wald \( \chi^2 = 4.00, p = 0.046 \)).

These effects are similarly large: A male editor produces 1.59 times what a female produces in masculinized spaces, but produces nearly 3.08 times that in the feminized spaces, 95% CI [1.02, 9.31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Female Edits</th>
<th>Male Edits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feminized</td>
<td>60 (68.18%)</td>
<td>5025 (85.90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinized</td>
<td>28 (31.82%)</td>
<td>825 (14.10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 = 22.12, p &lt; 0.0001 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Male and Female Edits in Gendered Spaces**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Female Edits</th>
<th>Male Edits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feminized</td>
<td>30 (53.57%)</td>
<td>2780 (78.07%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinized</td>
<td>26 (46.43%)</td>
<td>781 (21.93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 = 17.70, p &lt; 0.0001 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In summary, like our RQ1 results, our RQ2 results show that men and women edit differently, providing more evidence that participation disparities result in content disparities. However, our RQ2 results confound prior assumptions about gender-based self-focus bias and a direct relationship between gender participation disparities and content disparities. We see that on a proportional basis, the men in our sample produced a higher proportion of their contributions in the feminized spaces compared to women, while the masculinized spaces received a higher proportion of their contributions from women compared to men.

7 DISCUSSION
This study set out to examine the assumed relationship between gender-based participation disparities and resulting content disparities. As a step toward answering this question, our results revealed clear differences in male and female editing behavior when it comes to where and what they are mapping. The results of our analysis have important theoretical implications for understanding the complex relationship between gender participation disparities and associated content disparities, and practical implications for the sociotechnical design of peer production communities.

Theoretical Implications
Complexities of Gender-based Self-focus Bias. The notion of self-focus bias suggests that contributors predominantly add information that caters to the interests of the cultural groups that are prominent in a given peer production community [46]. Strong evidence of self-focus bias has been observed in terms of the localness of geographic contributions [28, 42, 46, 47], politics [52], language-defined cultural groups [46, 47], and others [21, 80]. Critical and feminist GIS literature [65, 68, 92] has suggested that self-focus bias may also exist along gender dimensions. In OSM, this would mean that men would be proportionally more likely to edit masculinized spaces and women would be more likely to edit feminized spaces.

Our findings depict a different picture in which men tend to contribute more to feminized spaces relative to women and women tend to contribute more to masculinized spaces relative to men. It is important to think about the potential reasons that female editors might map a lower proportion of the time in feminized spaces compared to men and vice versa. One possible explanation is that editors in our dataset have personal interests, hobbies, or skills that do not align with their gender identities according to prevalent gender norms, and thus their interests do not fall within the gendered space categories defined by prior studies and used in our analyses.

Another reason behind the apparent absence of gender-based self-focus bias may lie in the specific knowledge requirements needed to map entities in OSM. In contrast to other peer production communities that show a strong influence of self-focus (e.g., Wikipedia), OSM mapping typically requires less individual knowledge about the entity being contributed. To map a place in OSM, an editor typically needs to add a spatial element (e.g., a node, way or relation) in the appropriate location and specify relevant information (e.g., name, address, etc.). Collecting this information can be relatively easy and low-effort for an editor even if they are not particularly familiar with the entity. For example, a woman can map a barbershop with only cursory knowledge about the place (e.g., location, name, etc.) even if she never visits the shop. However, to write a detailed article about that same place on Wikipedia requires the editor to have extensive knowledge about the place and thus, much greater effort is needed. Consequently, we may see a stronger impact of self-focus bias on platforms where users tend toward contributing rich content catered to their interests in comparison to lower cost or more “opportunistic” peer production activities such as those more often found on OSM.

Consideration of the dimensions of interest and contribution effort as they relate to peer production leaves room for interesting discussions around the role of the self-focus concept. Would gender-based self-focus bias be more apparent if OSM mapping involved more detailed information about an entity? For example, mapping the interior spaces of a women’s prayer center or detailing the types of activities that reside within a childcare center? In such cases, would the increased cost to contribute to a feminized space (or vice versa) result in greater gender-based self-focus bias? These are not unrealistic future scenarios; indoor mapping is widely recognized to be an important frontier of spatial data collection [9, 12], and the OSM community has embarked on early indoor mapping efforts [10, 13]. Future work should explore these more complex and multidimensional dynamics of self-focus bias that could shape mapping behaviors in OSM in important ways.

Intersectional Dynamics with Respect to Gender and Demographic Factors. Prior studies have shown that rural regions are under-represented in OSM [55]. We found that the women in our dataset of highly active editors tend to designate a greater proportion of their edits toward urban areas compared to men. This suggests that female editors’ mapping tendencies may exacerbate biases in OSM in terms of urban-rural divide to a greater extent than that of male editors. Conversely (and correspondingly), our results suggest that male editors spend less effort in more diverse areas and poorer areas.

It is likely that nuanced intersectional dynamics are at play in the above results, in which multiple facets of identity more accurately define editing interests. A female editor may not be mapping OSM as only a female, rather there might
be other important facets of her identity that are missed by looking exclusively at gender. It is possible that she is mapping as a 'local' editor belonging to an urban place, as a hiker interested in conservation spaces, or as politically conservative activist – in other words, other non-gender aspects of identity may play a more important role. An interesting avenue for further research may focus on understanding the multitudes of ways a person identifies and how intersectional dynamics are incorporated into their activities on peer production platforms like OSM. What is self-focus bias in an intersectional world?

**Practical Implications**

**Recruiting Male Contributors as Allies.** Existing research has situated male and female OSM editors in a position in which we might expect a misalignment between their interest space. If this were true, a solution to any gender-based content disparity might be easy: attract more female editors. As our results show – this simply is not the case. Instead, our findings reveal that male users are cognizant of at least some of the feminized spaces, and they actively map those facilities. This contradicts the way many prior researchers have been formulating thoughts and discussion of potential improvements to the amount and quality of feminized spaces in OSM [51, 65, 68, 92]. In our dataset, female editors tended to map feminized places to a lesser extent than their male counterparts. As these spaces characterize important facilities for feminine health and nurturing of others, proper representation is necessary. However, our results point out that a straightforward solution like increasing female participation may not ensure increased representation of feminized spaces. We caution that our results should not be interpreted in a way that discourages higher levels of female participation. Rather we need to think critically about ways to increase coverage of under-represented facilities on OSM. One possible approach is the recruitment of male editors as "allies" along with more female participants and informing all editors of the state of the repository. Another solution may be to take the "SuggestBot" approach [25] and design a content recommendation system that will seek contributors based on location, interests, skills, etc. For example, a local person who is probably aware of nearby childcare centers or maternity clinics may be asked to map those places irrespective of their gender.

**Bot Activities to Reduce Content Disparities.** The men and women in our sample differed in how they made use of bots to support their editing. A key top line result is that male editors created more edits with bots than female editors, suggesting that bots extend male editors’ influence beyond that which exists in more traditional manual editing. Exploring this phenomenon in more detail—and better supporting female

 editors’ use of bots—is clearly an important area of future work. Additionally, we identified that male editors’ use of bots increased disproportionately in rural, poor and less diverse areas, while female editors’ use of bots only saw disproportionate increase in rural areas. In prior research, bot edits have been shown to play an important role in mitigating existing systemic biases in under-represented regions [55]. In this regard, future studies should explore solutions to encourage both genders to gear their bot activities towards all under-represented areas in OSM.

**8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

An important limitation of our work is that we only consider male and female genders, and we apply a binary classification of gender, which does not allow us to capture other variations of gender identity. This is a key missing dimension from our research that should be addressed in future studies. Another related aspect is that our work relies on the validity of our technique for gender inference, which rests upon an assumption that OSM editors honestly portray their offline identities in online profiles. Research has shown that women are less likely to disclose sensitive information compared to men [27], and therefore, we may have been unable to identify women editors who have greater interest in feminized spaces. Also, albeit unlikely given that female editorship in OSM has been found to be in the 3-4% range by prior surveys [20, 87, 88] (a number close to the 5.16% found in our gender-identified editors), the unidentified editors (43.50% among the top 2000) might contain a higher proportion of females. At the same time, it may so happen that the identified editors in our dataset tend to contribute more about spaces associated with the opposite gender to compensate for their visible gender identities. A potential solution to these problems may involve qualitative interviews and communication with a set of OSM editors while analyzing their mapping activities in a mixed-method approach.

A second potential limitation is that the results presented in this study are based on the contributions of highly active OSM editors. As such, we are not aware of the ways these results may or may not align with the mapping behavior of less active or infrequent editors (i.e., the ‘long tail’). Furthermore, we limited our attention in this work to only one country—specifically, the U.S.—and thus, are unable to capture the similarities and differences of our findings across other cultures and geographic contexts [14]. Future work needs to take into account the contributions of editors from different backgrounds and with varying levels of activity to better understand the association between editors’ gender and editing behavior across different domains.

Following prior literature [55, 69, 83], we did not distinguish between different types of edits such as addition or modification of entities. Understanding whether and how
male and female editors variably focus on different types of edits can be an interesting future direction of research. Also, future work might investigate the coverage and quality of gendered spaces mapped in OSM against a ground truth dataset to further explore the extent of gender content disparities.

Researcher Self-disclosure [16]: Our research team contains a range of gender, race, age and national identities. Data collection, pruning and processing steps—including gender inference—were led by female members of the team.

9 CONCLUSION

Focusing on OSM, this paper investigates the relationship between participation and content disparities along gender dimensions. Our results reveal that there is a substantial gender gap in participation among highly active OSM editors, but we do not see evidence of gender-based self-focus bias in their contributions. Specifically, we observe that men tend to contribute more about feminized spaces relative to women and women tend to contribute more about masculinized spaces relative to men. In addition, it appears that in comparison to male editors, female editors tend to contribute more to the prevailing content biases in terms of urban-rural divide. We hope that our findings will encourage further investigation of self-focus bias and its implications for peer-produced content, as well as the development of strategies and interventions to address the identified problems.
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